
Robert Smith
Train The Trainer

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Train The Trainer is Co-developing and maintaining curriculum and associated functionality of the 
training environment across Sutter Health and its regional affiliates. Expanding support materials 
via established training curriculum. Assisting in the evaluation of training environment tools and 
processes to ensure efficient and effective use in training and training resources.

SKILLS

Work in monitored units,Training.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Train The Trainer
ABC Corporation  May 2014 – May 2015 
 Supervised every position of running the operation for American Airlines and US Airways 

passenger aircrafts in and out of the Chattanooga Metropolitan Airport.
 Currently in charged of training all agents in push back, towing, deicing, QIK software, and 

many other daily functions, indoors and outdoors.
 Trained the Trainer in towing PSA planes, pushback in DASH 100/300 and CRJ 200, deicing of 

US Airways and AE aircraft, and security search procedures for Express Aircraft.
 Coordinated with mechanics on aircrafts and ground equipment, GSC (ground security 

coordinator), CRO (complaint resolutions officer handles passengers with special needs that 
have not been met), specifically in charge of inventory of manual documents, daily station 
closing, daily safety briefing, ordering, managerial (including ICM training and ordering, which 
means being responsible for documents and paperwork that have monetary value), double as 
an agent in all capacities (customer service, baggage, cargo, ramp operations, etc), and any 
other duties that are needed.

 Accomplished most of the station managers US Airways compliance functions while another 
lead is handling American Airlines compliance functions.

 Developed, maintained, and facilitated learning content related to Evolve hospitality, 
customer support policies, and internal processes.

 Organized, developed, and maintained internal customer support training resources, as well 
as supporting any additional training as needed.

Train The Trainer
Delta Corporation  2009 – 2014 
 Very exciting job and I enjoy the challenges and freedom it brings; unfortunately, the drop in 

pay caused financial problems.
 Listed below are a few trainings I have accomplished Train the Trainer Six Sigma, White Belt 

Hazardous Material Certification.
 Nominated twice for Silver &amp; Bronze Eagle award in Barclays Bank.
 Reform of the Customs Law its scope and terms.
 Review and test lesson plans and software for development and accuracy Provide teach-backs

to new trainers (Train the Trainer) to develop .
 Review and test lesson plans and software for development and accuracy Provide teach-backs

to new trainers (Train the Trainer) to develop style.
 Did research on Child Hunger primarily in the state of SD and the bordering states.
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